Lmax and imiquimod 3.75%: the new standard in AK management
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Abstract  
The new target for the treatment of actinic keratosis (AK) is the detection and clearance of clinical and subclinical lesions across an entire sun-exposed field. This is because patients with AK have field cancerization as ultraviolet light affects the entire sun-exposed area and because it is not possible to predict which AK lesions will progress into invasive squamous cell carcinoma. To fully assess the effectiveness of field-directed therapies against the full burden of AK, a new efficacy concept has been developed which is based on the reduction in lesions from Lmax, or the maximum lesion count during treatment. This new parameter enables the efficacy of a field-directed therapy against both clinical and subclinical lesions to be assessed. Imiquimod 3.75% is a novel field-directed therapy which uniquely can detect and clear both clinical and subclinical lesions across a large sun-exposed field such as the full face or balding scalp, and so far is the only AK treatment to have had its efficacy assessed with the Lmax concept. The detection of subclinical lesions is evidenced by an increase in lesion count during each of the 2-week treatment cycles, which are separated by a 2-week treatment-free interval. The median percentage reduction in lesions from Lmax with imiquimod 3.75% is 92%, and the effective clearance of both clinical and subclinical lesions leads to sustained lesion clearance for at least 1 year. Imiquimod 3.75% has an acceptable tolerability profile. Rest periods from treatment may be taken if required to manage local skin reactions, with no loss in efficacy. In conclusion, Lmax and imiquimod 3.75% together set the new standard in the management of patients with AK.
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Introduction  
Actinic keratosis (AK) lesions represent part of a disease continuum which can progress from initial subclinical disease into invasive squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) with the potential to metastasize.1–4 Chronic exposure to ultraviolet light is a key risk factor in the development of AK.5,6 This causes neoplastic changes across the entire area of sun-exposed skin leading to field cancerization.7 As a consequence, both visible clinical lesions and invisible subclinical lesions coexist in the field of sun-exposed skin.7–9 Any of these lesions can progress into invasive SCC with the risk of disease progression rising as the number of lesions increases.10 Because it is not possible to accurately predict which lesions will undergo the transformation to invasive disease,11 the new target for the treatment of AK is to detect and eliminate the full burden of disease (including both clinical and subclinical lesions) across an entire sun-exposed field without any limitation in the size of the field that can be treated.1,12 This article has two main objectives. The first objective was to introduce Lmax (the maximum lesion count during treatment) as the new standard parameter for assessing the efficacy of field-directed AK therapy as it takes into account the clearance of both clinical and subclinical lesions. The second objective was to introduce imiquimod 3.75% as the new standard treatment for AK. This therapy is uniquely able to detect and clear both clinical and subclinical lesions across an entire sun-exposed field as assessed with the new Lmax concept. Indeed, imiquimod 3.75% allows dermatologists to simply detect and clear subclinical lesions without the need for expensive and complicated imaging technology.
**Lmax: the new standard for assessing the efficacy of field-directed AK therapy**

Traditional efficacy parameters, which compare the number of clinical lesions at the start and end of treatment, do not assess whether AK therapies are able to treat the full burden of disease. This is because the detection and clearance of subclinical lesions is not taken into consideration. Consequently, traditional efficacy parameters underestimate the real efficacy of field-directed AK therapies that can detect and eliminate subclinical lesions in addition to clearing clinical lesions.

Recognizing that AK consists of both clinical and subclinical lesions, a group of leading dermatologists recently introduced Lmax, the maximum lesion count during treatment, as the new standard efficacy parameter for assessing the efficacy of field-directed AK therapies. Lmax itself evaluates the full burden of disease because it is the sum of clinical lesions together with subclinical lesions which become detectable during treatment. Lmax can occur at any time point during treatment. The reduction in lesions from Lmax assesses the ability of a field-directed therapy to clear the full burden of disease, i.e. both clinical and subclinical lesions, and so represents a complete and accurate assessment of the efficacy of an AK treatment. The new Lmax parameter and traditional efficacy parameters are compared in Table 1.

The Lmax concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a patient treated with imiquimod 3.75% (see next section). This patient had 12 AK lesions at baseline increasing to an Lmax of 30 during the first treatment cycle as imiquimod 3.75% unmasked subclinical lesions which were previously invisible. Four weeks after treatment, there were no lesions remaining and no further lesions appeared by the end of the study. Consequently, this patient had a reduction in 30 AK lesions from Lmax to the end of follow-up. In comparison, there was a reduction in 12 AK lesions from baseline to the end of follow-up, i.e. a difference of 18 lesions between measuring efficacy from baseline vs. from Lmax. This highlights that the reduction in lesions from Lmax represents a complete measure of the efficacy of an AK treatment, whereas traditional efficacy parameters underestimate the efficacy of AK treatments.

**Imiquimod 3.75%: the new standard in AK management**

Imiquimod 3.75% represents a breakthrough in the management of AK, as it is the only AK treatment which can detect and clear both clinical and subclinical lesions and which can be used to treat an entire sun-exposed field such as the full face or balding scalp. These are key advantages over other field-directed therapies which are not able to detect and treat all types of AK lesions and/or can only be applied to restricted areas of skin. In addition, imiquimod 3.75% is to date the only AK therapy which has had its efficacy assessed with the Lmax concept. The treatment regimen for imiquimod 3.75% involves up to two sachets of medication being applied to the entire affected area once-daily before bedtime for two 2-week treatment cycles separated by a compulsory 2-week treatment-free period. Rest periods from treatment are permitted, if necessary, to allow local skin reactions to be managed.

**Mechanism of action**

Imiquimod is an immune response modifier which acts as a toll-like receptor 7 agonist. It induces the production of various pro-inflammatory cytokines including interferon α, tumour necrosis factor-α and interleukins 1, 6, 8, 10 and 12 from Langerhans cells, monocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells. These cytokines stimulate both the innate and acquired immune pathways leading to enhancement of both antiviral and antitumour activity. The mode of action of imiquimod also involves stimulation of apoptosis in skin cancer cells, and increased expression of genes activating natural killer cells, macrophages and dendritic cells.

The immune response generated as a result of imiquimod treatment is directed against both clinical and subclinical lesions. The response against the subclinical lesions causes these lesions to become visible leading to a transient increase in lesion count during treatment with imiquimod (Fig. 1). The immune response can also lead to local skin reactions, and these, in particular erythema, are an indication of the pharmacodynamic effects of imiquimod and demonstrate that a localized immune response in the epidermis has begun. In other words, they are a sign that the drug is treating the disease. Currently, there is no published evidence that other AK treatments can detect and treat subclinical lesions, so this represents a distinctive feature of the clinical profile of imiquimod.

**Efficacy results with imiquimod 3.75% and Lmax**

The efficacy data with imiquimod 3.75% demonstrate that it is able to address the full burden of disease (i.e. clinical and subclinical lesions) across a large area of sun-exposed skin such as the full face or balding scalp. The data from two pivotal, 14-week, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies of imiquimod

---

**Table 1** Comparison of Lmax and traditional efficacy parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Lmax</strong></th>
<th><strong>Traditional efficacy endpoints</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Reduction in lesions from Lmax to end of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK lesion types evaluated</td>
<td>Clinical AND subclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implications</td>
<td>Complete and accurate assessment of field-directed AK therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lmax, maximum lesion count during treatment.
3.75% were analysed using the reduction in lesion counts from Lmax to assess its real efficacy against both clinical and subclinical lesions. In these studies, 160 patients were randomized to treatment with imiquimod 3.75% and 159 were randomized to placebo. Patients in both groups had a median of 10 AK lesions at baseline. Patients self-applied study medication to the full face or balding scalp in two 2-week treatment cycles separated by a 2-week treatment-free interval.

The pooled efficacy data over time showed that there was a transient increase in lesion count during both cycles of treatment. During the first treatment cycle, the median number of lesions nearly doubled, whereas there was a smaller increase during the second treatment cycle. The median value for Lmax was 22 for the imiquimod 3.75% group and 13 for the placebo group. The transient increase in lesion count during each treatment cycle corresponds to the detection or unmasking of subclinical lesions which were not previously visible in the cancerous field. This demonstrates the ability of imiquimod 3.75% to detect subclinical lesions without the need for sophisticated imaging technology. At the end of the studies, 8 weeks after the last application of treatment, the median number of lesions in the imiquimod 3.75% group had decreased to two.

Applying the Lmax concept to these data demonstrated that the median percentage reduction in all AK lesions (including both clinical and subclinical lesions) from Lmax to the end of the studies was 92.2% (Table 2). In terms of absolute lesion reduction, a median of 18 AK lesions were cleared with imiquimod 3.75% to the end of follow-up. Both the median percentage reduction and the median absolute lesion reduction from Lmax were significantly greater with imiquimod 3.75% compared with placebo (P < 0.0001; Table 2).

Comparing the reduction in lesions from Lmax in the pivotal imiquimod 3.75% studies with the reduction in lesions from baseline highlights the underestimation of the efficacy of field-directed AK treatments with traditional efficacy parameters as they do not take into account the clearance of subclinical lesions. As shown in Table 2, the median absolute reduction in lesions from baseline with imiquimod 3.75% was 7, whereas the median absolute reduction in lesions from Lmax was 18, i.e. a difference of 11 lesions. Similarly, the median percentage reduction in lesions from baseline was 81.8% compared with 92.2% from Lmax. This demonstrates that the real efficacy of AK treatments can only be measured using the reduction in lesions from Lmax, as this evaluates their ability to clear both clinical and subclinical lesions.

The efficacy of imiquimod 3.75%, assessed with the reduction in lesions from Lmax, was shown to be sustained through one additional year of follow-up. Forty-two patients with no lesions at the end of the two pivotal double-blind studies of imiquimod 3.75% entered a 12-month follow-up period. In this population, the median number of baseline lesions was 9 and the median value for Lmax was 22. At the end of the 12-month follow-up period (i.e. 14 months after the last dose of imiquimod 3.75%), the median absolute reduction in lesions from Lmax was 19, and the median percentage reduction in lesions from Lmax was 97.2%. This sustained long-term lesion clearance with imiquimod 3.75% is due to its ability to clear both clinical and subclinical lesions across a large treated sun-exposed field such as the full face or balding scalp.

The reduction in lesions from Lmax with imiquimod 3.75% currently represents the best efficacy results of any field-directed therapy. Furthermore, these data confirm Lmax as a new concept which can reliably assess the real efficacy of a field-directed AK therapy by taking into account not only the clearance of clinical lesions across a large treated sun-exposed field but also the subclinical lesions which become evident during treatment.

Detection of actual invasive SCC risk

A key advantage of treatment with imiquimod 3.75% compared with other AK therapies is that it enables the visualization of
subclinical lesions across a large treated sun-exposed field. In doing so, imiquimod 3.75% reveals a patient’s full burden of disease and allows their actual risk of developing invasive SCC to be more closely and accurately monitored. A patient’s risk of progressing to invasive SCC is typically estimated from the number of clinical AK lesions, with the risk increasing with greater numbers of lesions.10 A study in an Australian population indicated that patients with 1–5 AK lesions had a 2-fold increased risk of developing SCC compared to people with no lesions. Patients with 6–20 AK lesions had a 4-fold increased SCC risk and those with over 20 AK lesions had an 11-fold increased SCC risk.10 However, in addition to the clinical AK lesions, the sun-exposed skin surrounding these lesions also contains multiple subclinical or invisible lesions, which also may contribute to a patient’s risk of developing invasive SCC.7

The visualization of the full AK burden and SCC risk with imiquimod 3.75% is illustrated in two patient case studies shown in Fig. 2.35 Patient 1 had a low initial AK lesion count of 5 lesions and may therefore be considered at low risk of progressing to invasive SCC. However, during the first cycle of treatment with imiquimod 3.75%, the number of lesions increased by 220% to 16. This latter number of lesions suggests that this patient’s real risk of developing invasive SCC was much greater than indicated by their baseline number of clinical lesions.35 Although Patient 2 had 20 AK lesions at baseline and therefore was known to be at high risk of developing invasive SCC, the number of clinically visible AK lesions at baseline only indicated a fraction of this patient’s disease burden and actual risk of progressing to invasive SCC. During the first treatment cycle, a further 20 lesions appeared suggesting that this patient’s risk of developing invasive SCC was even higher than originally anticipated.35 In both of these patients, there was a ≥90% reduction in lesions from Lmax to the end of follow-up, emphasizing the efficacy of imiquimod 3.75% in patients with different disease severities.

Overall, these case studies illustrate the ability of imiquimod 3.75% to detect subclinical lesions and reveal a patient’s full burden of disease. They also show that by effectively clearing clinical and subclinical lesions across large sun-exposed fields, imiquimod 3.75% has the potential to reduce the risk of invasive SCC in high-risk patients and those who erroneously appear to have a lower risk when only the visible lesions are taken into account.35

### Table 2

Comparison of efficacy parameters for field-directed AK treatments: results from pivotal clinical studies of imiquimod 3.75% vs. placebo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional efficacy endpoints: From baseline to EOS16</th>
<th>Field cancerization variables: From Lmax to EOS13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imiquimod 3.75% (n = 160) Placebo (n = 159)</td>
<td>Imiquimod 3.75% (n = 160) Placebo (n = 159)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median % reduction</td>
<td>81.8%*</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median absolute reduction</td>
<td>7.0*,†</td>
<td>2.0†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P < 0.0001 imiquimod 3.75% vs. placebo. 
†Data on file, Meda.

AK, actinic keratosis; EOS, end of study; Lmax, maximum lesion count during treatment.
Importance of two treatment cycles
To ensure optimal clearance of all of a patient’s AK lesions, including both clinical and subclinical lesions, two cycles of treatment with imiquimod 3.75% are essential. This is illustrated with the data from the patient case study shown in Fig. 1.36 This patient had 12 clinical AK lesions at baseline. During the first 2-week treatment cycle, a further 18 AK lesions became evident as imiquimod 3.75% unmasked previously invisible subclinical lesions leading to an Lmax of 30.36 By the end of the 2-week treatment-free interval, there were no visible AK lesions and the patient appeared macroscopically cleared of disease. However, by the end of the second 2-week treatment cycle, 12 lesions had become apparent and these were cleared 4 weeks later with no further lesions appearing during the course of the study. This example clearly illustrates the need for the second treatment cycle with imiquimod 3.75%, even if all of the AK lesions disappear after the first treatment cycle.36 Overall, the two treatment cycles effectively eradicate a patient’s clinical and subclinical AK lesions and so have the potential to substantially reduce the risk of subsequent progression to invasive SCC.

Acceptable tolerability and personalized treatment
Imiquimod 3.75% has an acceptable tolerability profile, and the short and simple treatment regimen is convenient for patients and associated with excellent compliance rates of over 95%.15,16 In particular, elderly patients may find the once-daily treatment regimen easier to adhere to than more frequent regimens.37,38 During treatment with imiquimod 3.75%, patients may experience local skin reactions, such as erythema, oedema, weeping, exudate, flaking, scaling, dryness, scabbing, crusting and erosion or ulceration.16 These local skin reactions may be considered as desirable effects rather than adverse events because they indicate that a localized immune response in the epidermis has begun and that imiquimod 3.75% is having a beneficial effect.7 Rest periods are allowed during imiquimod 3.75% treatment, with resumption of the treatment when the skin reactions have adequately resolved. The dosing period is not extended to compensate for missed doses during any rest period that is taken. These treatment interruptions are required in approximately one of every ten patients.16 The efficacy of imiquimod 3.75% is not affected if these rest periods are taken with a similar median period easier to adhere to than more frequent regimens.37,38

Conclusions
In conclusion, imiquimod 3.75% is the only AK treatment which can detect and clear clinical and subclinical lesions across an entire sun-exposed field, eradicating 92% of all AK lesions. Imiquimod 3.75% also offers dermatologists the opportunity to simply detect subclinical lesions and therefore to visualize the full burden of a patient’s disease. Other benefits of imiquimod 3.75% are that it has an acceptable tolerability profile and has the advantage of being self-applied by the patient in two short treatment cycles each of 2 weeks’ duration separated by a 2-week treatment-free interval. The treatment cycles can be personalized to allow rest periods from treatment, if necessary, to manage local skin reactions with no loss in efficacy. Together these factors lead to the vast majority of patients — over 95% — being compliant with the treatment regimen. The new Lmax concept also represents a significant advance in the evaluation of the efficacy of field-directed therapies because it takes into account the clearance of not only clinical lesions, but also subclinical lesions which become detectable during treatment.

Together, imiquimod 3.75% and the new Lmax concept set a new standard in the management of patients with AK.
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